
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 23/03/2018
Topic: Whiston Clinicals

Number Attended: 33

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 4.9 4 5

Speaker 1: N/A Presenter Knowlage: 4.8 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.9 4 5

Presentation Style: 4.8 4 5

Speaker 2: N/A Presenter Knowlage: 4.8 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.9 4 5

Presentation Style: 4.8 4 5

Speaker 3: N/A Presenter Knowlage: 4.7 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.9 4 5

Presentation Style: 4.8 4 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be improved?

Excellent mix of cases. Well organised Nil

good case mix
well organised
good strict timing of short cases

would be nice to have some paeds cases if possible

It was exciting to examine a variety of candidates on interesting patients Nil
Patients mixed pathology Nil
Well organised with good collection of cases. Just what I needed before the exams! nil
Variety of cases Nothing
Good setup. Ran smoothly. Good patients. Maybe build in an extra minute per station for more feedback time 
Good clinical cases 
Excellent clinical cases  with wide ranging pathologies- 
Examiners very in tune with FRCS standards and expectations Some spaces a bit cramped 

Great session 
Lots of practise 
Good cases 

Should happen every year 

Well run Nothing
Good feedback.
Good range of cases.

Felt quite rushed. 
Might benefit from less stations and more time for feedback to get full benefit.

Excellant Non
Great mix of patients
Well organised Nothing

Good selection of cases. Could have had some longer cases or some viva stations.

Excellent mix of cases and well timed X-rays were difficult to interpret in some cases with small image on paper 
Good variety of clinical cases Nil
Good cases were shown. Exam oriented and received feedback from the examiners Need frequent sessions like these
Clinicals all good All good 
Cases Cases
Excellent patients and cases Nil great session 

Great to see what the exam will be like N/a
Excellent More clinical and viva stations
Very well organised.  Interesting cases. NA
Great mix of patients Would be good to have some paediatric cases if possible 
Excellent None
Very well organised. N/a
Great cases Nothing 
great effort from organiser
excellent teaching session
Well organised Spine cases

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk) or Mohammed As-Sultany (msultany@doctors.org.uk)


